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Project one: Color Wheel
● My first project this year was a color wheel

● My color wheel was a standard color wheel, but with the twist of Atlas holding the 

color wheel like the world

● I don't have an image of my color wheel, I don’t know where it is

● I put Atlas on my color wheel because I love Greek and Latin mythology



Project Two: The Flash
● My second project was a drawing of one of my two favorite superheroes, The 

Flash

● I looked at multiple pictures and visual representations of the flash online in 

order to draw him

● My love for DC comics stems from being brought up on them with my uncles

● My uncles always watched DC movies and cartoons and they also read the comics



Project Three: The 3d Batarang
● My third project was a batarang that I made using computer software and the 3d 

printer

● Batman is my other favorite superhero

● I have been watching dc movies and cartoons and reading the comics since I was a 

child



Project two and three visual component.



Artistic growth
This year I was really able to take advantage of my artistic ability and I was able to 

draw a figure. I actually drew Batman, Atlas and the Flash. I was also able to make art 

with the 3d printer and the laser cutter. I made batarangs using both of them . 



Reflection questions
What have you learned about making art? I have learned that making art is a process 

that takes time and patience. You don’t always get everything right on the first time, it’

s pretty much like trial and error.

What have you learned about yourself through the projects you have created? I have 

learned that I have a great artistic ability hidden inside of me and I have learned to 

take advantage of it



Most proud project
The project that I am the most proud of is my drawing of Flash because The Flash is 

one of my two favorite superheroes. I enjoy DC and Marvel comics, although DC 

comics are my favorite. I enjoy reading them, watching the movies, the tv shows and 

playing the games. 



Biggest strength
My biggest strength is the ability to comprehend and utilize the skills that are being 

taught during art class. I believe that being able to comprehend what your are being 

taught helps you to utilize those skills and complete your project



Next art project
I want to continue to draw people and superheroes. I enjoy drawing things and making 

use of my art skills. I feel like I also want to explore making and designing my own 

clothes in the future. 



What kind of Art inspires me?
The kind of art that inspires me is people drawing superheroes and other things on 

paper or on canvas. Every since I was little, I have grown to like superheroes even 

more. It started from my uncles, they always watched superhero movies and read 

comics. 
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